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About This Game

Bethesda Game Studios, the award-winning creators of Fallout 3 and The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, welcome you to the world of
Fallout 4 – their most ambitious game ever, and the next generation of open-world gaming.

As the sole survivor of Vault 111, you enter a world destroyed by nuclear war. Every second is a fight for survival, and every
choice is yours. Only you can rebuild and determine the fate of the Wasteland. Welcome home.

Key Features:

Freedom and Liberty!
Do whatever you want in a massive open world with hundreds of locations, characters, and quests. Join multiple factions
vying for power or go it alone, the choices are all yours.

You’re S.P.E.C.I.A.L!
Be whoever you want with the S.P.E.C.I.A.L. character system. From a Power Armored soldier to the charismatic
smooth talker, you can choose from hundreds of Perks and develop your own playstyle.

Super Deluxe Pixels!
An all-new next generation graphics and lighting engine brings to life the world of Fallout like never before. From the
blasted forests of the Commonwealth to the ruins of Boston, every location is packed with dynamic detail.
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Violence and V.A.T.S.!
Intense first or third person combat can also be slowed down with the new dynamic Vault-Tec Assisted Targeting
System (V.A.T.S) that lets you choose your attacks and enjoy cinematic carnage.

Collect and Build!
Collect, upgrade, and build thousands of items in the most advanced crafting system ever. Weapons, armor, chemicals,
and food are just the beginning - you can even build and manage entire settlements.
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Title: Fallout 4
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Bethesda Game Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 2.8 GHz/AMD Phenom II X4 945 3.0 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 550 Ti 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or equivalent

Storage: 30 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Released with 30% off and cheap as chips. Bought 5 stores, bribed bought and shot every single city hall police courts and bank
official and put my guy in the mayors job and then ? nothing zip nada money starts coming in I buy more stores I buy everything
on the map and ? nothing. I get a message saying I had a traitor I kill the guy and nothing happens. Its not that I dont like the
game I just dont think at the moment theres enough depth for a strategy game rival gangs dont do much seems like and city hall
does what ? hopefully with the game in early access the devs will add more because as it stands its pretty lightweight.

28\/05\/19

Following on the review i left it alone looking for updates but after a month or so started a thread called warning in discussions
basically saying I thought game was abandoned. Devs have contacted me saying they have ideas to implement but need time, no
idea why they told me rather than release a official press steam release unless its a smoke screen or the fact mine is the only
postive review. Is this game worth 90 cents? Probably not. But if you like these kinds of games, I'd say buy it on a discount. (It's
better than a spoon in your eye.)

What makes the game hard is the fact that you basically take turns against the game: You place a diamond-shaped tile, the game
places one randomly(?), you place another one, trying to get 4 matching tiles in a row.
+: It's a nice waste of time for a few hours.

-: What I don't like is the diamond shape of the tiles, it makes my head hurt after an hour or two. (You can reduce the strain on
your eyes the the "modern" theme, but only slightly IMAO.)
-: I'm unsure whether the game is entirely RNG based, or just trolls you as hard as it can. It took me ~7 hours to get all but one
achievement, and 6 more hours to get the 3000 points in one game for the last achievement.

PS: If you came here looking for nudity, you will be disappointed; you basically see all the "nudity" (women in bikinis) in the
screenshots.. its pokemon. As a fan of the tabletop game, I'm really happy with how this turned out. It translates well as a video
board game as there's no setup, no need for randomizer apps, etc. Moreover, it lets me play when the mood strikes me rather
than trying to get people over to play.

The Shadows expansion looks like fun - I'll buy the DLC later on, and will easily be buying the physical version later as well.
Well done, very enjoyable, and I've already bought five more copies to gift to friends :). installed for 30.3 hours played for 30.3
hours

good fun for idling game!
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With that price point, it's easy to dismiss this as another super cheap but super bad shmup on Steam - you know there are plenty
of those. But genre fans with keen eyes know after watching the game's trailer that there may be something special about this
one. I gave 2V Hoverbike a chance and you know what? It's pretty damn good.

The graphics may be borderline horrid - the config only allows "Fastest" graphics option - but this game has some good design
and most importantly, it has heart: it's obvious that the developer loves the genre and it shows. The stages and enemy patterns
are varied and, dare I say, exciting. There's always something surprising happening in each stage. The bosses are huge and nasty.
Like most shmups, the game is meant to be replayed over and over again and there is the leaderboard to keep you going. The
game is on the easy side but that doesn't make it any less fun.

And oh, I love that really weird remix of a Sonic the Hedgehog soundtrack for the ice cavern stage. I was like, what the heck,
then I was like, oh my galaxy, this game is awesome! Please give the game a chance!. This game is very hard to really review.
Let me go over some quick bullet points before I go throwing around my 2 cents.

Things that are objectively good:

-Absolutely GREAT Dev. Amazing guy and actually CARES about how his game's finished product will be.
-Frequent fixes, patches, and support all around.
-Gameplay is simple enough to get and so are the controls.
-Fairly cheap for what it is and how well it actually runs.
-Block based physics building WITH collision damage being a thing for once in these kind of games.

Now, Some things that are objectively terrible.

-Music. All of it but the main menu.
-AI (Which is being fixed in the update after this review, But I'm going to add it because I don't really know how much the AI
will be repaired.)
-Building mechanics are VERY precise. Extremely so if working to replace one block in the middle of your ship.
-Some of the art is... I hate to admit, But it's terrible. (Something I hope to be fixed soon, Granted nobody falls down the stairs
again.)
-Lacking of PASSIVE inertial dampening causes me to sometimes slam into\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and
makes me want to die a little inside.
-NO REAL CLEAR DESCRIPTION OF ANY BLOCKS EVER. Most are straight forward, But some are just 'WHAT DOES
IT DO?!'
-Drones being complete crap in battle. Really only good for repairs.

Ok, Now that those are out of the way... Let me actually go through why I would in fact recommend this game with the stuff I
said is bad.

The game itself for a lacking of a better word is rather basic, And simple too play. It's got the potential to be a master-piece
among the titles of 'King Arthur's gold' or 'Terraria' given time and more development. It has great replay-ability if you're into
building and simple physics-y games. The mechanics of the game aren't fully flushed out yet in terms of resourcing from the
feels of things, But this is something fixed over time rather then all at once. Even 'Space Engineers' took well into months of
Dev with a whole team of people working on it to tweak it to be any \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing good at all.

It's actually very fun for being very simple. It feels fun all around for the most part and with new content being added each
update and the updates and fixes being quite small and frequent, I usually look forward to seeing the game after each update.

One of the points that I feel though is that story mode is a little lacking and lack luster, But the open sandbox play is still quite
fun.

Now, The draw backs that the game has CURRENTLY that I feel will be more influential and flushed out later are the factions.
The factions to me seem reeeeeally pointless... But I think it's not a lacking of effort, and more about needing to have more time
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to really implement them.

Let me just mention the Dev though... He is actually REALLY nice and can really take, and often does, a lot of criticism. Really
what some people need to understand is that he is only ONE GUY who does pretty much everything from what I hear, And
almost never gets any outside help past some occasional forum suggestions for things he already actually has planned. Who else
can say that they alone made a game that has even HALF the good things I've mentioned above?

And with all this being said, It all really boils down to, Yes the game is fun, runs great, is done by one very fantastic guy with an
idea, and has just god awful music with an amazing, Passionate Dev whose not going to abandon his project just because some
child doesn't understand the game creation possess.

Overall, I'd say the game deserves a chance and is actually VERY MUCH WORTH the cheap price $5.

7\/10, Recommended to people who like and enjoy the simple things in games.. like being brad pitt and tom hanks at the same
time. i didnt get the scope the grip or the silencer WTF developers i bought this pack for a reason. Sigh...I wish I could get a
refund.. Very very poor game ! Not worth the money.. This is a nice game. I purchased it based on my memories of reading
these mysteries as a child (that and the Hardy Boys mysteries). This is true to those stories, and allows you to solve the case as
Nancy Drew. It is meant for younger audiences, but still can be fun for adults, or those twinged by nostalgia.

As the first of the Nancy Drew games, this is a good intro to the series as a whole.
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